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Abstract: The most of cryptocurrency exchanges provide their market data via WebSocket API.
Therefore, trading systems are recommended to utilize WebSocket protocol to be able to connect to
the exchange and receive the data. Various programming languages and their respective libraries
which contain the referential RFC 6455 implementation of WebSocket protocol can be used for
development of communication interface within the trading system. Our study focuses on their
evaluation in order to determine their performance differences which are determinative for
communication speed that is an important criterion for profitable trading system. Six connectors
were developed in compiled, intermediate and interpreted programming languages and their
respective WebSocket libraries and deployed in the cloud. The WebSocket layer performance of
each connector represented by the event latency metric was tested with three cryptocurrency
exchanges producing high workloads on their WebSocket API data streams. In this experiment
WebSocket protocol implementation in C++ and Go, both of which belong to the group of compiled
languages, have been evaluated as the best performing implementations. Node.js runtime which
produces in-memory bytecode from JavaScript source which is considered as a representative of
interpreted languages, placed second right behind C++, and that proves the high performance of
Google’s V8 engine. Python and PHP were measured approximately to have the same performance,
slightly worse compared to Go. Java took the last place from the sample of tested languages. This
observation implies compiled languages and JavaScript in combination with Node.js runtime
together with their WebSocket libraries should be preferred for building communication interfaces
within cryptocurrency trading systems.
Keywords: WebSocket protocol; programming language; programming language library;
performance test; cryptocurrency exchange; algorithmic trading system; cloud

1. Introduction
In the last decade cryptocurrencies have experienced broad market acceptance and fast
development [1]. The innovative and revolutionary concept of digital currency enabled the evolution
of cryptocurrency exchanges, where buying and selling of cryptocurrencies is primarily concentrated.
These exchanges are purely digital and do not have shutdown periods. This provides serious profit
opportunities for wide spectrum of financial traders who take advantage of algorithmic trading [2].
Moreover, the attention of traders is drawn even more by the extreme volatility of the cryptocurrency
market. The days when Bitcoin touched $20.000 and then went back to $7.000 – $8.000 are not so far
away [3]. Furthermore, this is also confirmed by the overall growth of the cryptocurrency market
capitalization from $18 billion in January 2017 to $599 billion in January 2018 [4].
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Cryptocurrency trading and related technologies is still highly emerging market. The research
in this field have seen considerable progress and notable upturn in interest and activity – more than
85% of related research papers have appeared since 2018 [5].
Technological advancements in the form of supercomputers, multi-core processors, GPUs,
FPGAs, high performance networks and fiber optics together with services like colocation of trading
servers, raw data feeds or direct exchange API access are contributing to reduction of competitive
advantage differences across traders [6–8]. However, speed in the sense of being faster than other
traders, is still one of key factors for cryptocurrency traders, as it is for traditional stock traders,
because it creates profit opportunities by enabling a prompt response to market activity [9].
There are several sophisticated commercial and open-source cryptocurrency trading
infrastructure systems, platforms and libraries aimed for analyzing, generating, routing and
executing orders (3commas, Apex Trader, AutoView, Autonio, BitUniverse, BlackBird, BTC Robot,
Cap.Club, Capfolio, Catalyst, CCXT, Coinigy, Coinrule, CryptoHopper, CryptoSignal, CryptoTrader,
Ctubio, Freqtrade, Gekko, GoLang Crypto Trading Bot, GunBot, HaasOnline, HodlBot, Kryll,
Leonardo, Live Trader, Pionex, ProfitTrailer, Quadency, Shrimpy, Signal, StockSharp, TradeSanta,
ZenBot, Zignaly etc.) and there are also many others like real-time, turtle or arbitrage systems
developed for utilizing very specific algorithms that execute suitable trading strategies or run under
specific market conditions [5]. Each of these systems has been developed in different programming
language varying mainly between C++, C#, Go, JavaScript, PHP and Python. Based on several
researches where authors discuss determination of use and measure performance and quality aspects
of widely used programming languages, including those which were used for development of
mentioned trading systems, it is highly probable that results of trade execution in the real world
would vary for each of them [10–13].
Each of the mentioned systems implements software component which is intended for
communication with cryptocurrency exchange in order to receive market data that is mostly
provided via API utilizing WebSocket protocol. Despite there are some studies which focus on
WebSocket protocol performance measurements [14–21], there are very few studies which focus on
measuring WebSocket performance in context of programming languages [22, 23].
Imre and Mezei proposed a design of WebSocket benchmark infrastructure created for
measuring server-side performance of the WebSocket protocol. The study also validated presented
infrastructure design with three measurement scenarios using industrially applied WebSocket
implementation. Go programming language with Gorilla package was used on the server side. They
also tried several other implementations like Node.js and Socket.io for JavaScript, C++ using
WebSocket++ and Erlang with Cowboy framework with the final result that C++ and Go have the
highest performance. At client side they used Node.js with ws library [22]. No other programming
languages or their respective libraries were used on client side in order to provide their performance
measurements.
Wang measured and evaluated performance of five Java WebSocket frameworks (Netty,
Undertow, Vert.x, Grizzly and Jetty) from aspects of concurrency, flow, connection type and resource
occupancy. The experiment proved that Netty and Underflow perform better in highly concurrent
environments, while Grizzly is suitable for large flow conditions. The results also showed that with
persistent connection, Netty far outperformed other frameworks and Vert.x and Underflow can
handle most requests within relatively shorter time. Besides, Netty and Vert.x occupy less CPU and
memory resources in comparison with other frameworks [23].
We have not found any study which focuses solely on establishing communication and receiving
events from cryptocurrency exchanges at different workloads and argues the suitability of use of
different implementations of WebSocket protocol in trading systems. Performance optimization of a
component covering such process may undoubtedly help with reducing the time what is needed for
receiving events from exchanges and logically also reducing the overall time needed for trading
strategy execution. In the algorithmic trading environment, where each millisecond and even
microsecond in communication latency with the exchange is crucial for the trade execution [3, 7, 9,
24–26], the deeper examination of WebSocket protocol performance is expected to lead to significant
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findings useful for cryptocurrency trading systems development decisions. These decisions are
important for companies, communities or individuals who endeavor to build the most profitable
trading systems.
The integral part of our project was the development and subsequent performance testing of
WebSocket connector – a software component responsible for subscription to cryptocurrency
exchange API and for receiving market events. The WebSocket connector was developed with six
programming languages utilizing the libraries with reference implementation of WebSocket protocol
for each language. Each connector was placed on separate virtual server within chosen cloud
provider. All server configuration parameters in terms of hardware and operating system were
identical while servers were placed in the same network segment and datacenter location.
Measurements of WebSocket protocol implementations for each programming language with
the performance test is the subject of experimental part of this project. One of the goals of the test was
to generate high workloads so that each instance of WebSocket connector developed with particular
programming language was receiving as many events from three WebSocket API data streams of
selected cryptocurrency exchanges as possible. Further analysis and correlation of data obtained from
the performance test helped us to answer the main research question: Does implementation of
WebSocket protocol within compiled, intermediate and interpreted programming languages cause
significant latency differences in receiving of events which are persistently streamed by
cryptocurrency exchanges under various workloads?
We verified performance differences of interpreted, intermediate and compiled programming
languages within our research. We confirmed conclusions of previous programming languages
research pointing to the fact that languages like C++ or Go, which compile their source code directly
into machine code, outperform intermediate and interpreted languages [13, 27] with regards to
utilized WebSocket protocol libraries. Another important finding is that Node.js runtime used for
execution of JavaScript WebSocket connector took second place just between two compiled languages
– C++ and Go. It confirms the incredible performance of V8 which is Google’s open source highperformance JavaScript and WebAssembly engine the Node.js runtime is built upon. Python slightly
outperformed PHP and took the fourth place. The curiosity is that Java placed last. It was not
expected because Java uses JIT (Just-In-Time) compilation and optimization mechanisms. We suspect
that Java WebSockets library might not be optimized for workloads which were chosen for this test.
This finding will require further investigation.
The selection of particular programming language and its library should be determinative in
context of its further use for the composition of module which is responsible for communication with
cryptocurrency exchange API within the algorithmic trading system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we focus on research methodology of
WebSocket protocol and the design of system components employed in performance tests including
important development decisions for the main component – WebSocket connector. The high-level
system design proposed in this chapter is essential for understating of how the connector
communicates with exchanges and what type of data is received within the experimental testing
phase. The section ends with the description of performance test procedure. The test summary, data
cleaning procedure, data evaluation methodology and explanation of results obtained within the
performance test are described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the research results in broader
context with regard to previous research and outlines possible future developments.
2. Materials and Methods
In this section, we propose the system architecture used for performance testing of WebSocket
protocol implementation in chosen programming languages. Further, we introduce the experiment
environment composed of cloud virtual servers, WebSocket connectors and related utilities, and
cryptocurrency exchanges. The chapter ends with a description of test methodology.
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2.1. System Architecture
The system is primarily designed to cover needs for experimental performance testing of
WebSocket protocol in various programming languages. The system is built according to the wellknown distributed structure of client-server model. Generally, the system architecture is composed
of component types that are commonly used in the IT industry (Linux demons, databases, cloud
servers and Internet services) and component types that were developed by authors of this research
for the purpose of performance testing and analysis of WebSocket protocol within selected
programming languages (WebSocket connector, test manager and data analyzer). Integration of
mentioned components is based on the best practices and usual setup of trading systems
communication interfaces. Detailed justification of the use of individual components is included in
Chapter 2.2.
WebSocket connector plays a role of the client, it is placed in virtual server in cloud environment
and used to handle events received from cryptocurrency exchanges. Cryptocurrency exchanges are
considered servers within the client-server model. They are black-boxes which send events to the
client according to the initial instrumentation received from the client. Client and server
communicate together over WebSocket protocol in the Internet. The overall system architecture is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. WebSocket connector system component architecture.

2.2. WebSocket Connector
The WebSocket connector is a CLI application and provides three main functions: it subscribes
to a specific WebSocket API data stream of particular cryptocurrency exchange, measures arrival time
of each received event and saves the event together with the detected timestamp to the SQLite
database. High-level description of algorithm of the connector is shown in Figure 2.
Connector instruments exchange’s WebSocket API and tries to create a connection with
requested data stream by sending the opening handshake packet containing path value along with
the GET request method and at least HTTP(S) 1.1 protocol version specification as a part of the header
[28]. Once the exchange API server accepts the request, persistent connection between connector and
exchange’s WebSocket API data stream is created. As long as the WebSocket connection is open,
connector listens for various event types – open, message, error and close – defined within RFC 6455
WebSocket protocol standard. Our WebSocket connector was developed to be able to subscribe to
those data stream types which prescribe opening a connection via header that is a part of the
handshake packet. The connection with cryptocurrency exchanges which require opening a
connection with their data streams via additional message is not supported.
Connector assigns standardized Internet timestamp in milliseconds in UNIX Epoch time format
to each event exactly in the moment when the event is received. NTP daemon is configured on all
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WebSocket connector test servers and test management server. It uses public network time
distribution service provided by ntppool.org to guarantee the measurement of undistorted time [29].
INPUT: set of three strings: exchange_id, exchange_api_domain, exchange_api_stream and one integer: exchange_api_port
OUTPUT: database file with unknown number of string – integer pairs: exchange_event and system_timestamp

if count of input_arguments is strictly less than 4
exit

# Verify number of input arguments
# Number of arguments is strictly less than 4 - exit

create websocket_api_connection

# Create WebSocket API connection

if websocket_api_connection does not exist
exit

# Verify existence of WebSocket API connection
# WebSocket API connection not created - exit

else
create database_file
create database_tables_schema
insert test_details to database

#
#
#
#
#

WebSocket API connection created
Try to execute following block of statements
Create database file
Create database tables schema
Insert test details into database

while true
receive event
get system_timestamp
insert event and system_timestamp into database

#
#
#
#

Execute until the connection is active
Receive event from WebSocket API
Get timestamp from operating system
Insert event and timestamp into database

try

if exit_file exists
exit

# Verify existence of exit file
# Exit file exists - exit

catch exception
exit

# Catch exception thrown in try block
# Exception caught in try block - exit

Figure 2. Pseudocode of WebSocket connector.

At the beginning of each test, connector creates the SQLite file database with two tables in it.
Structure of the database is shown in Figure 3. One table contains metadata with details relevant to
the particular test. The second table contains automatically incremented ID for each received event,
timestamp indicating when the event was received and the raw event itself. We decided to use SQLite
database because of its lightweight file-based nature, its ease of implementation and its sufficient
performance. SQLite is able to do 50.000 or more insert statements within one second on average
desktop computer [30]. The other study shows it took only 0.12 seconds to insert 10.984 rows to it
[31].
-- Adminer 4.2.4 SQLite 3 dump
DROP TABLE IF EXISTS "events";
CREATE TABLE "events" (
"event_id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,
"datetime_received" text NOT NULL,
"event" text NOT NULL
);
DROP TABLE IF EXISTS "test_details";
CREATE TABLE "test_details" (
"test_id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,
"vps_id" text NOT NULL,
"connector_id" text NOT NULL,
"exchange_id" text NOT NULL,
"stream_id" text NOT NULL,
"stream_args" text NOT NULL,
"datetime_start" text NOT NULL
);

Figure 3. SQLite database structure.

For the purpose of performance test, connector was started in Linux screen. Linux screen utility
multiplexes physical terminal between several processes, typically interactive shells. It allows the
program to be executed in the independent VT100 virtual terminal window that can be detached
from user’s physical terminal while the program is still running [32]. It means that user may
disconnect from the server for the duration of the test without interrupting the execution of
WebSocket connector.
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The essential criterion for the realization of the experiment was the choice of the programming
languages and their respective libraries the WebSocket connector would be developed with. There
are several studies which discuss the choice of programming languages for algorithmic traders with
the usual result compiled languages have better performance compared to intermediate or
interpreted languages. Python were measured as much as 852.462 seconds average relative running
time for all measured factors compared to average relative time 1.0 for C++ with the implementation
of trading algorithm based on number of econometric and statistical tests [13]. The other study which
compares programming languages in economics upon solving the stochastic neoclassical growth
model shows Java is 2.10 and 2.69 times slower than C++ while PyPy implementation of Python is 4445 times slower and traditional implementation of Python is 155-269 times slower compared to C++
[27].
To not choose the language based only on performance assumptions we also considered latest
professional report from RedMonk analyst company which compares programming languages
according to their popularity rank on StackOverflow and GitHub for Q1 2020 [33]. Popularity index
for our programming language selection is as follows: C++ 6th (1st compiled), Go 15th, Java 2nd (1st
intermediate), JavaScript 1st (1st interpreted), PHP 4th and Python 2nd (shared place). The popularity
of programming languages in this report well corresponds with the popularity of programming
languages shown in recent research studies relevant to high performance applications [34, 35]. Our
choice of programming languages and their respective WebSocket libraries which were used for the
WebSocket connector development is presented in Table 1. The table also includes the version of
compiler or interpreter used within the project.
Table 1. Programming languages and libraries used for WebSocket connector development.

Programming
Language
(Version)
C++ (17)
Go (1.10.4)
Java (JDK 11.0.8)
JavaScript (ES10)
PHP (7.2.24)
Python (3.6.9)

Programming
Language
Implementation
Compiled
Compiled
Intermediate
Interpreted
Interpreted
Intermediate

Compiler /
Interpreter
(Version)
g++/gcc (8.4.0)
go (1.10.4)
javac (11.0.8)
Node.js (10.22.0)
Zend (3.2.0)
CPython (3.6)

WebSocket Protocol
Library
(Version)
µWebSockets (18.10.0)
Gorilla WebSocket (1.4.2)
Java WebSockets (1.5.1)
ws (7.3.1)
php-wss (1.6.1)
websockets (8.1)

For the objectiveness of our test we decided to develop WebSocket connector in balanced sample
of representatives of compiled, intermediate and interpreted languages. Compiler is a translator that
generates machine code from source code. We call compiled languages as those whose final output
is executable (e.g. PE, ELF etc.) in native machine code format. C++ and Go belong to this group.
Nowadays, there are not many implementations of purely interpreted languages. Interpreter is stepby-step executor of source code where no pre-runtime translation takes place. Almost all known and
widely used implementations of programming languages that are not directly compiled into machine
code employ some sort of compilation of source code into bytecode and use the virtual runtime
environment for its execution. We call these languages intermediate. There are several differences in
source code interpretation/compilation process between languages which belong to this group. We
call interpreted languages those whose source code is interpreted/compiled into bytecode and then
into machine code on-the-fly, directly in memory, while the interpreter is being executed. JavaScript
and PHP belong to this group. Java source code within our implementation is converted into
bytecode in form of Java class files. They are then physically stored in jar bundle on file system and
executed via JVM (Java Virtual Machine). Java is considered intermediate programming language.
Finally, Python is also included into intermediate group. Python pre-compiles the source code into
bytecode and stores it in its so-called .pyc files. There are two possibilities how to run the program.
It is either executed with Python interpreter and immediately re-compiled into physical .pyc file
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which is then running within PVM (Python Virtual Machine) or the .pyc file generated from previous
compilation is executed directly without re-compilation.
We intentionally did not provide any performance optimizations for interpreters or compilers
where possible (e.g. -O flags for gcc/g++) because we were interested in running our performance test
with WebSocket connectors compiled or interpreted with default programming language settings.
Connectors were developed with chosen programming languages and their respective
WebSocket libraries. During the development process we configured the OS (operating system) and
programming language environment with necessary dependencies unique for each connector. We
downloaded last version of µWebSockets library from GitHub for C++ connector [36]. Once the
source code was prepared it was compiled with following g++ compiler parameters -std=c++17 -luWS
-lssl -lcrypto -lz -lsqlite3 -lvsqlitepp -lboost_system -lstdc++fs. A separate binary application was
created. Similarly, for Go connector, we downloaded Gorilla WebSocket library from GitHub and
compiled the source code to a standalone binary application [37]. Java connector required source of
Java WebSockets library, SLF4J logger and SQLite libraries [38]. We compiled the source code for
mentioned libraries to jar files. Once we developed the Java connector, we compiled its source code
with mentioned jar files to a Java connector class, included the class file into the build directory with
other mentioned libraries and prepared final jar application. Java WebSocket connector application
requires Java runtime for its execution. JavaScript connector was developed with ws library
downloaded via npm package manager and with the standard libraries provided by Node.js [39].
JavaScript Websocket connector source code requires the Node.js framework for its execution. Last
version of php-wss library was downloaded from GitHub via Composer, which is a dependency
package manager for PHP [40]. PHP WebSocket connector source can be executed with PHP
interpreter. Finally, websockets library for Python was downloaded via pip3 package installer [41].
Python WebSocket connector source code can be executed with the use of Python3 runtime.
In general, WebSocket connector is executed as a CLI application. Based on its programming
language implementation type, it either requires the path to interpreter or runtime at the first place,
or it runs as the compiled binary application. The application itself requires four parameters:
exchange id which identifies the test type which is saved as the part of metadata into test_details
table in SQLite database created at the beginning of each test. The other three important parameters
stand for the configuration of connection to the WebSocket API data stream: exchange WebSocket
API domain, exchange WebSocket API port and exchange WebSocket API stream.
2.3. Cloud Environment
For the test purposes all WebSocket connectors were deployed on virtual private servers in cloud
environment. There are three leaders in regard of cloud computing services: Amazon (AWS),
Microsoft (Azure) and Google (GCE) while Amazon is considered as the market leader according to
the latest Gartner report [42]. Coinbase cryptocurrency exchange, one of many financial services is
also hosted on Amazon’s cloud infrastructure what confirms reliability of their infrastructure [43].
AWS provides sufficient amount of virtual server types with regards to their performance and also
sufficient amount of geographical location options where the server might be deployed.
After the research of Amazon’s EC2 VPS instance options, we decided to eliminate possible
cloud’s hardware and network bottlenecks with the choice of m5d.xlarge VPS type for WebSocket
connectors [44]. We used the same instance type for management test server, which was
automatically checking the state of each WebSocket connector in chosen period and eventually
started those connectors which were disconnected from the exchange API. M5d.xlarge instance uses
second generation of Intel Xeon Platinum 8000 Series Processor with all core Turbo CPU clock speed
of 3.1 GHz and runs Linux Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (64-bit x86) operating system. Its parameters are shown
in Table 2.
AWS Management Console allowed us to manage VPS instances according to our needs, e.g.
rebooting, adding new storage, creating volumes, checking system status and performance
monitoring (CPU utilization [%], disk reads/writes [B], network packets in/out [B]).
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Table 2. Amazon AWS EC2 VPS instance parameters.

Model

vCPU

Memory
(GiB)

m5d.xlarge

4

16

Instance
Storage
(GiB)
150 NVMe SSD

Network
Bandwidth
(Gbps)
Up to 10

EBS
Bandwidth
(Mbps)
Up to 4,750

There are studies which observed positive linear correlation between distance of datacenters and
response times [45]. Therefore, institutional algorithmic traders use colocation services and place
their automated trading applications as close as possible within the exchange’s datacenter [46, 47].
However, geographical location plays a major role for reducing latency of algorithmic trades in our
case we have chosen Frankfurt as a cloud location for placement of our WebSocket connectors and
realization of the performance test. For our experiment the location was not important. The distance
between the exchange API servers and WebSocket connectors probably caused increased latency in
receiving events from exchanges. We assume it proportionally affected all WebSocket connectors
which were running parallelly in the same network segment created in Frankfurt datacenter location.
Comparison of absolute latency time values was not relevant to us. We tended to measure relative
latency differences in receiving events from the identical WebSocket API data streams of selected
exchanges across all WebSocket connector implementations.
2.4. Cryptocurrency Exchanges
The most of established cryptocurrency exchanges provide their data via WebSocket API which
work on notification principle. Trading application subscribes to WebSocket API and gets updates of
cryptocurrency prices anytime there is an update which may happen every second or even much
faster. This approach is more efficient and faster compared to REST API where a lot of GET calls must
be performed in order to receive data updates.
In our case cryptocurrency exchange was a black-box we did not have control over in terms of
performance. We only instrumented exchange’s WebSocket API to receive required type of data.
There are more than 300 cryptocurrency exchanges operating worldwide as of writing this article
[48]. Before we determined quantitative criteria for selection of exchanges used within out test, we
picked only centralized ones and those which implement Ticker, Candlesticks/OHLCV, Order Book
and Trades streams, which we consider these were able to generate as much load as possible within
one connection. The other two important technical requirements were that the cryptocurrency
exchange had to support WebSocket Secure protocol (WSS) and subscription to its WebSocket API
data stream via handshake packet header assembly.
We used following quantitative criteria for the exchange selection. Rating assigned by
TokenInsight analyst company while one of the criteria was that the overall mark must not be worse
than B. B mark means good risk control ability, possibility of a few abnormal risk and regular user
ecological operation. BB and A marks stand for even more stable exchange systems [49]. The next
selection criterion was that the exchange had at least 1 billion USD reported trading volume in the
last 30 days (data reviewed 26.7.2020) what can be used for the assumption of sufficient event flow
pushed to the WebSocket connector [50]. The legitimacy of reported cryptocurrency exchange trading
volume is the last important criterion while the exchange had to have the minimum total score of 3
(score 5 means most accurate reported trading volume, 1 means inaccurate reported trading volume)
[51]. Table 3 also includes number of markets which is not recognized as an exchange selection
criterion but it directly determines the theoretical number of data streams (and markets combinations
within one stream) the WebSocket connector is able to subscribe to.
For our test we decided to use three cryptocurrency exchanges which provide their data through
WebSocket API for our WebSocket connector. We used those which differ in trading volume and
number of markets as much as possible. That was meant to be able to derive general results of
WebSocket protocol performance in chosen programming languages without possibility of arguing
that results gained for various WebSocket protocol libraries using exactly one exchange would
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eventually completely differ for another exchange. Final sample of exchanges is composed of
Binance, Bithumb and Gemini [52–54].
Table 3. Cryptocurrency exchanges used for receiving data via their WebSocket API.

Cryptocurrency
Exchange
Binance
Bithumb
Gemini

TokenInsight
Rating
A
B
BB

Trading Volume
(USD/30 days)
85.64B
9.31B
1.02B

Trading Volume
Legitimacy Score
5
3.5
5

Number of
Markets
653
105
27

After choosing out exchanges, we tested instrumentation settings for their WebSocket APIs. For
each exchange we downloaded the list of supported symbols via REST API and transformed it into
WebSocket API query for a particular data stream. We tested combinations of data streams (e.g.
Ticker, Candlesticks/OHLCV, Order Book and Trades etc.) for chosen exchanges and we selected
those from which we received maximum amount of data to be able to utilize the exchange up to its
limits within one connection. In case two or more streams gave as similar amount of data, we
preferred the one with real-time update speed over those with 100ms or 1000ms update speed. Table
4 shows the specification of data streams to which each of six WebSocket connectors was connected
to for the duration of the performance test.
Table 4. Specification of cryptocurrency exchange WebSocket API data stream types.

Cryptocurrency
Exchange
Binance
Bithumb
Gemini

WebSocket API
Endpoint
stream.binance.com
global-api.bithumb.pro
api.gemini.com

WebSocket Data
Stream Type
TRADE
ORDERBOOK
MARKETDATA

Data Stream
Update Speed
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time

Figure 4 shows example of event payloads received from cryptocurrency exchanges involved
in WebSocket protocol performance test. These events (the event type of message) were pushed by
WebSocket APIs to connectors most frequently. The other types of events (open, error and close) were
also present in the test but their count was insignificant.
{

{
"stream":"btcusdt@trade",
"data":{
"e":"trade",
"E":1596319805218,
"s":"BTCUSDT",
"t":370684729,
"p":"11752.19000000",
"q":"0.00000500",
"b":2813775880,
"a":2813775919,
"T":1596319805217,
"m":true,
"M":true
}

{
"code":"00007",
"data":{
"b":[
[
"377.7600000000",
"12.187121"
]
],
"s":[

"type":"update",
"eventId":12369938581,
"timestamp":1596319806,
"timestampms":1596319806063,
"socket_sequence":1,
"events":[
{
"type":"change",
"side":"bid",
"price":"11678.70",
"remaining":"2.85587997",
"delta":"2.85587997",
"reason":"place"
}
]

],
"symbol":"ETH-USDT",
"ver":"47562247"
},
"topic":"ORDERBOOK",
"timestamp":1596319806676

}

}

}

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Example of event payloads received from WebSocket API data streams in JSON format: (a)
Binance Trade event; (b) Bithumb Order Book event; (c) Gemini Market Data event.

2.5. Test Methodology
There are several studies which examine performance of WebSocket protocol. They are
primarily focused on measuring concurrency number, data flow, connections and resource
occupancy in laboratory environment where the server and client are built for this purpose. One
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study considers 100kB as a large event in size for flow test which is relevant to us, while differences
in performance of various Java frameworks were measured for events ranging from 1kB to 100kB in
their sizes [23]. This study did not consider differences of various programming languages and did
not discuss duration of test performed. There is also a paper which focuses on measuring data
transmission performance of files of different image formats using WebSocket protocol running the
test for 20 seconds only in laboratory environment [21].
We aimed to push the border of not only mentioned studies especially for flow test with
measuring performance of WebSocket protocol implementations in different programming
languages in real-world conditions connected to cryptocurrency exchange APIs for extended period
of time. The sufficient performance test time is generally considered one or two days [55], while we
decided to run the test for 100 hours (more than 4 days). We started our test on August 1st 2020 at
0:00 CET and stopped it on August 4th 2020 at 4:00 CET. Scenario parameters are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Performance test scenario parameters.

Scenario ID
1

Cryptocurrency
Exchange
Binance
Bithumb
Gemini

WebSocket Data
Stream Type
TRADE
ORDERBOOK
MARKETDATA

Markets
Count
628
157
1

Workload
High
High
High

Duration
(hrs.)
100
100
100

To get the sufficient amount of data for our further analysis of events latency we connected each
of our six connectors (written in C++, Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP and Python) to three chosen
cryptocurrency exchange WebSocket APIs (Binance, Bithumb and Gemini) while the exchanges were
instrumented to send the maximum amount of real-time data from their data streams to connectors.
Each connector resided on one virtual server. General infrastructure scheme for performance test is
presented in Figure 5.
To achieve accurate and effective results, we followed one-factor-at-a-time experiment principle
for our test scenario [56]. We explicitly focused on measuring the event latency which represents the
time it took the event sent by the cryptocurrency exchange to come to and be received by the
WebSocket connector.

Figure 5. Performance test infrastructure scheme.
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Virtual servers were placed in private network segment 172.31.0.0/16 in Frankfurt eu-central-1c
location in Amazon AWS cloud. Each server was assigned its own public IP address. Hardware and
OS layer configuration were identical for all servers (detailed information is described in Chapter
2.3). WebSocket connector application dependencies were installed and configured separately for
each programming language implementation. We generated one SSH key pair for all servers so that
we were able to manage them comfortably from either management server for the test purpose or
from our local computer residing in Prague. Based on the fact that servers were placed in one private
network segment, they were all interconnected.
The next step was the installation and configuration of NTP daemon to preserve identical time
on all servers. Four servers provided by the NTP Pool Project network time distribution service – [03].pool.ntp.org – were used to synchronize the local time on test servers.
WebSocket connectors were intensively tested to verify that they work properly with no runtime
errors and that they are ready for the test.
The last activity before starting the test was creating two shell scripts (management and exit
script) and configuring cron daemon. First script was aimed to start and manage the WebSocket
connectors automatically during the test and the second to stop all WebSocket connectors at the end
of the test. First script was created in a way that it instruments each connector to connect to Binance,
Bithumb or Gemini exchange. The connector startup procedure was as follows. The management
script running on management server started the connector with appropriate WebSocket API data
stream instrumentation in Linux screen virtual terminal on the test server. Three instances of
WebSocket connector, each connected to the particular exchange, were created in connector server
which was dedicated to the connector written in particular programming language. This was done
for all six connector servers at the same time.
Cron daemon was configured on management server to execute the management script for each
test (connector – exchange) regularly every 10 seconds. Management script verified whether the test
is still running. When the script detected that the test is stopped for some reason (e.g. exchange closed
the connection) the script started the test again so that the connector continued receiving messages
from the exchange.
At the end of the test cron daemon was stopped manually on management server to prevent restarting the tests again. The second – exit script – was executed from management server to stop all
running connectors correctly on WebSocket connector servers. Several SQLite databases containing
events received from exchanges and their appropriate timestamps indicating the time when they
were received by the connector were created as the raw data outcome of the performance test.
3. Results
In this section, we summarize the results obtained during performance testing of WebSocket
protocol implementation in chosen programming languages. We provide detailed description of data
transformation procedure and data sets cleaning which was required for accurate calculations.
Further we analyze the performance test results. The chapter ends with the comparison of WebSocket
protocol implementations within chosen programming languages and their absolute placement with
respect to each other.
3.1. Test Summary
The performance of WebSocket protocol implementations in referential libraries of six
programming languages was tested experimentally from the cloud environment with the use of
WebSocket connectors. The connectors were receiving events from cryptocurrency exchanges for 100
hours. The WebSocket API data streams were instrumented to provide the maximum possible
workloads for WebSocket connectors. We obtained SQLite databases which contain raw exchange
events received by connectors and timestamps referring to the time when the events were received.
Based on these database records, we were able to calculate the latency of each event which was
parallelly pushed by the exchange to each subscribed connector. Subsequently, it was possible to
evaluate the difference between latencies for each WebSocket library/programming language. The
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results which are discussed further correlate with similar programming languages research which
used comparable performance testing methods.
After the test was completed, we verified the presence of data in each generated SQLite database.
We prepared introductory overview of how the test ran. Table 6 shows how many messages in total
were pushed from particular cryptocurrency exchange API to all WebSocket connectors and how
many messages in total were pushed by the particular API to all connectors per one minute and per
one second.
Table 6. Total count of messages and message throughput from cryptocurrency exchange
WebSocket APIs to all WebSocket connectors.

Cryptocurrency
Exchange
Binance
Bithumb
Gemini

Messages
Count
206.982.664
235.393.476
92.833.799

Messages
per 1 min.
34.497
39.232
15.472

Messages
per 1 sec.
575
654
258

Table 7 shows how many messages were approximately pushed from particular cryptocurrency
exchange API to one WebSocket connector and how many messages were approximately pushed by
the particular API to one connector per one minute and per one second.
Table 7. Total count of messages and message throughput from cryptocurrency exchange
WebSocket APIs to one WebSocket connector in average.

Cryptocurrency
Exchange
Binance
Bithumb
Gemini

Messages
Count
34.497.111
39.232.246
15.472.300

Messages
per 1 min.
5.750
6.539
2.579

Messages
per 1 sec.
96
109
43

In general, more than 0.5 billion messages were received from all exchange APIs by WebSocket
connectors in total what equals to 120GB in terms of saved file system data. The minimal size of the
event received by the connector during the test was 124B, while the maximal event size was 805kB.
3.2. Data Transformation
Based on the asynchronous nature of the whole performance test, when particular tests were
started and re-started automatically by the shell management script from cron daemon, there was
suspicion that there are events which were not received by all connectors equally from the exchange.
This could happen when exchange’s WebSocket API terminated the connector connection. Therefore,
before we started with detailed analysis of performance of WebSocket protocol implementations in
various programming languages, we had to filter out such events.
In the first phase, we developed a PHP script which transformed data from SQLite databases
created during the test into one central MySQL database used for further data analysis. We have
chosen MariaDB (open source version of MySQL RDBMS) with TokuDB as a storage engine because
it is designed for high performance on write-intensive workloads which is achieved with Fractal Tree
indexing. Additionally, TokuDB supports up to 25x data compression, hot schema changes, hot index
creation and hot table columns modifications [57]. These features helped us to speed up database
schema development, database operations during data transformation, data analysis and physically
minimize the overall size of collected data.
Generic MySQL table structure for test data is shown in Figure 6. Eighteen tables were created
while each table stored data from the particular exchange (variable <exchange_id>) received by
WebSocket
connector
developed
with
specific
programming
language
(variable
<websocket_connector_id>).
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Distrib 10.1.44-MariaDB, for debian-linux-gnu (x86_64)

Host: localhost
Database: wsc
-----------------------------------------------------Server version 10.1.44-MariaDB-0ubuntu0.18.04.1

--- Table structure for table `events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id>`
-DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id>`;
/*!40101 SET @saved_cs_client = @@character_set_client */;
/*!40101 SET character_set_client = utf8 */;
CREATE TABLE `events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id>` (
`event_id` bigint(20) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`datetime_received` bigint(20) NOT NULL,
`event` mediumtext NOT NULL,
`event_hash` varchar(32) DEFAULT NULL,
`datetime_event` bigint(20) DEFAULT NULL,
`datetime_diff` int(11) DEFAULT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (`event_id`),
UNIQUE KEY `ev_hash_uq_idx` (`event_hash`)
) ENGINE=TokuDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8mb4;
/*!40101 SET character_set_client = @saved_cs_client */;

Figure 6. Generic MySQL table structure for test data.

PHP script took each SQLite database as input, read specified number of rows in a while loop,
excluded those rows which did not contain string pattern that corresponded with expected event
type using regular expression. For each relevant row taken from SQLite database, the script parsed
the time when the event was sent by the exchange’s WebSocket API to the connector from the event
payload. Then the script calculated the time difference between parsed time and the time when the
connector received the event by subtracting these two values. Moreover, the script calculated MD5
hash for the event payload for the purpose of further data transformation. Such data prepared by the
script was inserted into MySQL database within a SQL transaction. This data cleaning procedure
helped us to filter out events which were not relevant for our test because they did not contain
timestamp value referring to time when the event was pushed from exchange’s WebSocket API to
WebSocket connector (e.g. open and close events). At the same time, we applied MD5 hash function
to each record in event table so that we could continue with data cleaning.
MD5 algorithm for creation of a hash string for event record was chosen because of its speed in
regard to the need to generate the hash for more than 0.5 billion events. MD5 outperforms other
hashing algorithms like SHA-1, SHA-256 or SHA-512 in terms of speed [58]. Despite it is generally
known that MD5 vulnerabilities were discovered, probability of producing collisions in which two
different messages have the same hash values is extremely low in reality. Collisions occur mainly as
a result of prepared attack [59].
The second phase involved data cleaning based on prepared MD5 hashes. In the database, there
were events which were not received from particular exchange by all connectors equally during the
test. This happened when one connector connection was closed by the API. Shell management script
started the closed connection again within maximum of 10 seconds in such cases. During this small
downtime of one connector the other connectors were still receiving events and storing the
information when each event was received. These messages had to be cleared so that we could
compare the difference between the time when the event was sent byt the exchange’s WebSocket API
and the time when the event was received by the connector for those events which were received by
all six connectors only.
We created three new tables (binance_event_hash, bithumb_event_hash, gemini_event_hash) in
MySQL database using inner join SQL statement for all connectors (all programming languages) that
were connected to particular exchange. The statement is presented in Figure 7. Each of new tables
represented unique set of MD5 hashes referring to events that were relevant for data analysis.
CREATE TABLE <exchange_id>_event_hash AS
SELECT a.event_hash
FROM events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id1> a
INNER JOIN events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id2> b
ON b.event_hash = a.event_hash
INNER JOIN events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id3> c
ON c.event_hash = b.event_hash
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INNER JOIN events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id4> d
ON d.event_hash = c.event_hash
INNER JOIN events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id5> e
ON e.event_hash = d.event_hash
INNER JOIN events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id6> f
ON f.event_hash = e.event_hash;
ALTER TABLE <exchange_id>_event_hash
ADD CONSTRAINT <exchange_id>_hash_uq_idx
UNIQUE KEY (event_hash);

Figure 7. Generic MySQL table structure for storing relevant MD5 hashes for particular exchange.

Irrelevant events had to be cleared from data tables according to MD5 hashes stored in new
tables. SQL statements for the delete operation are presented in Figure 8.
DELETE FROM events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id>
WHERE event_hash NOT IN
(SELECT event_hash
FROM <exchange_id>_event_hash);

Figure 8. Generic SQL statement used to delete irrelevant events within data tables.

At the end of data transformation procedures, the events stored in MySQL data tables
events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id> were cleared from events irrelevant for data
evaluation.
3.3. Data Evaluation
Having the data cleaned and prepared for the analysis we performed basic statistical tests to
discover its nature in terms of normality. We tested each numeric data set representing the difference
between the time when the event was sent byt the exchange’s WebSocket API and the time when the
event was received by the connector using Shapiro-Wilk, D-Agostino K2 and Anderson-Darling tests
to evaluate whether the data sets follow Gaussian-like or non-Gaussian distribution [60, 61]. Then
we could better decide what statistical and graphical methods to use so we were be able to provide
qualified explanation of test results. All three tests are implemented as statistical functions within
stats module in SciPy library for Python programming language thus they can be easily implemented
to check the nature of data distribution [62].
Usually one normality test type provides correct result. Our data sets were unusually huge (tens
of millions of records) and while we created Shapiro-Wilk test we noticed that its algorithm
implementation in SciPy works correctly for data sets with number of items less than 5000 only.
Therefore, we decided to test our data sets with all three mostly used normality tests implemented in
SciPy. Using these tests for each of eighteen times difference data sets (column datetime_diff in
events_<exchange_id>_<websocket_connector_id> table) the result was the same – the data was nonGaussian nature. This finding indicated that data sets were skewed.
No single numeric measure is very useful for describing skewed distributions, what is usual for
symmetric distributions. We applied “the five-number summary” which consists of median (Q2), the
quartiles Q1 and Q3, and the smallest and largest individual observations – altogether minimum, Q1,
median, Q3 and maximum. This statistical method filters out the outliers, which are values falling at
least 1.5 x IQR above Q3 and below Q1. IQR is the distance between Q1 and Q3, mathematically it is
a subtraction of Q1 from Q3. Five-number summary is visually incorporated within the boxplot type
of graph which provides accurate insight into the data distribution. Because this type of graph is ideal
for comparisons of several sets of compatible skewed data [63-65], we used it for representation of
our performance test results.
Numerical calculations for data sets were performed by utilizing boxplot_stats function in
simple algorithm we developed for this purpose. This function belongs to cbook module of matplotlib
library for Python programming language [66]. Important calculations for our data sets are shown in
Table 8 which represents five-number summary metrics for WebSocket event latencies within
Binance exchange, Table 9 within Bithumb exchange and Table 10 within Gemini exchange.
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Table 8. Five-number summary metrics for Binance WebSocket API event latencies.

Metric
Maximum
Q3
Median
Q1
Minimum

C++
135
126
121 ↑
120 ↑
112 ↑

WebSocket Event Latency [ms] @ Binance Exchange
Go
Java
JavaScript
PHP
Python
138
178 ↓
135
134 ↑
137
128
144 ↓
125 ↑
127
128
123
125 ↓
121 ↑
123
124
121
120 ↑
120 ↑
122 ↓
122 ↓
114
114
113
115 ↓
114

Symbol ↑ indicates the best and symbol ↓ indicates the worst value for a metric.
Table 9. Five-number summary metrics for Bithumb WebSocket API event latencies.

Metric
Maximum
Q3
Median
Q1
Minimum

C++
100 ↑
90 ↑
86 ↑
83
79

WebSocket Event Latency [ms] @ Bithumb Exchange
Go
Java
JavaScript
PHP
Python
101
116 ↓
102
102
101
91
97 ↓
90 ↑
92
91
87
88 ↓
86 ↑
88 ↓
86 ↑
84
84
82 ↑
85 ↓
84
79
79
78 ↑
80 ↓
80 ↓

Symbol ↑ indicates the best and symbol ↓ indicates the worst value for a metric.
Table 10. Five-number summary metrics for Gemini WebSocket API event latencies.

Metric
Maximum
Q3
Median
Q1
Minimum

C++
146 ↑
90 ↑
61 ↑
53 ↑
46

WebSocket Event Latency [ms] @ Gemini Exchange
Go
Java
JavaScript
PHP
Python
204
350 ↓
244
164
248
115
175 ↓
131
101
133
67
73 ↓
68
66
67
56
57 ↓
55
57 ↓
55
46
45 ↑
47 ↓
46
46

Symbol ↑ indicates the best and symbol ↓ indicates the worst value for a metric.

We used seaborn for visual representation of five-number summary for each data set. Seaborn
is a Python data visualization library [67]. We again prepared a simple algorithm which took data
sets obtained by six WebSocket connectors within a particular exchange as the input and by utilizing
seaborn’s boxplot function it rendered appropriate boxplot graph. Figure 9 shows boxplots
generated for data sets which represent WebSocket event latencies belonging to programming
languages and their respective WebSocket libraries. Each graph represents six boxplots that are data
sets obtained by a connector within a particular exchange. Each boxplot represents approximately
15.5 to 34.5 of millions of events.
Y axis of each graph is dynamically adapted to the range between minimal and maximal value
across all boxplots located inside the graph. Differences between Y axis ranges in provided graphs
are logically caused by the nature of each particular exchange – its server implementation of
WebSocket protocol together with internal server workloads reflecting the 30-days trading volume
and number of traded pairs shown in Table 3. It is necessary to emphasize that this experiment is
looking for relative differences in measured values and its purpose is not to explain absolute values.
Comparison of WebSocket protocol event latency based on five-number summary with its visual
representation in boxplot graphs brought interesting insight in how the latency is distributed in data
sets with regards to a particular exchange. The first fact we have to mention is that there were several
unexpected outliers ranging from thousands to tens of thousands of milliseconds. These outliers were
present in data sets obtained within each exchange and each programming language. We did not
notice any unusual utilization of server performance metrics when we searched for the cause of their
occurrence. Also, the local time on all test servers was synchronized against the Internet time service.
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Therefore, we assume that either the exchange sent the old data to the connectors or the exchanges
faced significant momentary utilizations of their APIs what caused that events were occasionally sent
with an extreme delay. This characteristic may be a stimulus for specific further research.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Boxplot graphs representing five-number summary for event latency data sets belonging to
chosen programming languages and their respective libraries. Graphs represent event latencies in
relation to: (a) Binance exchange; (b) Bithumb exchange; (c) Gemini exchange.

Looking at all graphs present in Figure 9, the most distinct observation is, that Java together
with its implementation of WebSocket protocol in Java WebSockets library had the worst
performance. Not only its maximum value is much higher than maximum values of other languages,
but also IQR where 50% of all values from the data set fall, is approximately two times as long as the
IQR length within the rest of languages. Interesting fact is, that minimum and Q1 values do not
deviate much from values of other languages. This observation indicates that implementation of
WebSocket protocol in Java WebSockets library is probably not optimized for higher event workloads
with event throughput up to 109 events per second ranging between 124B and 805kB. On the other
side, there is C++ implementation with µWebSockets library which reached the best results for most
of five-number summary metrics. Especially, C++ reached the lowest median. It indicates that C++
was the fastest language in receiving the total 50% of events sent by all three exchanges. Based on the
data presented with Table 8-10 the other performant language is JavaScript with its ws library and
Node.js runtime. The latency of events was approximately equal to C++ within tests running with
Binance and Bithumb exchanges, while it showed slightly worse results with Gemini exchange.
Despite there are small recognizable differences in results for the remaining three languages and their
respective libraries – Go with Gorilla WebSocket, PHP with php-wss and Python with websockets –
it was difficult to evaluate it visually. Therefore, we employed very simple scoring model which
helped us to determine the exact order of programming languages and their libraries in terms of
WebSocket protocol performance.
We assigned a number to each value present in Table 8-10 representing how good or bad the
value is compared to other values within the same metric. The number assigned to each metric value
was ranging from 6 (the best – assigned to lowest metric value which represented lowest event
latency) to 1 (the worst – assigned to highest metric value which represented highest event latency).
In case there were two similar values for various programming languages within the same metric,
those two values were assigned the same score and the next value in sequence was assigned the score
subtracted by the number of times the previous value occurred. Generic formula used for calculation
of metric score per programming language:
=ROUND((SUM(<MetricIdValue@LangId@Binance>;
<MetricIdValue@LangId@Bithumb>;
<MetricIdValue@LangId@Gemini>)/3);2),

(1)
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With this method we calculated the score for each metric type aggregated across all three
exchanges within a particular programming language. Score results are shown in Table 11 and their
visual representation is shown in Figure 10. The highest the score, the better the result.
Table 11. Comparison of metric scores within each programming language.

Metric
Maximum
Q3
Median
Q1
Minimum

C++
5.67
5.67
6.00
5.67
5.33

Go
3.67
3.67
3.67
3.33
4.67

Metric Score @ All Exchanges
Java
JavaScript
1.00
3.67
1.00
5.00
1.33
4.67
4.00
5.67
5.00
4.00

PHP
4.67
3.67
3.67
1.67
2.67

Python
3.33
3.00
4.00
3.67
3.67

Having the scores of metrics in relation with each programming language, we could perform
second calculation to determine the final placement of each tested programming language. We
calculated a sum of scores per programming language from Table 11 and subtracted the sum with
the numer of metrics as shown in formula:
=ROUND((SUM(<MaximumMetricScore@LangId >;
<Q3MetricScore@LangId >;
<MedianMetricScore@LangId>,

(2)

<Q1MetricScore@LangId>;
<MinimumMetricScore@LangId>)/5);2)

6
5

Score

4
3
2
1
0
Maximum

Q3

Median

Q1

Minimum

Five-number Summary Metric
C++

Go

Java

JavaScript

PHP

Python

Figure 10. Metric scores within each programming language.

We calculated the final score for each programming language involved in performance test of
WebSocket protocol as shown in Table 12. The highest the score, the better the result. The final
placement of programming languages is shown in Figure 11.
Table 12. Final score of programming languages involved in WebSocket protocol performance test.

Final Score

C++
5.67

Go
3.80

Java
2.47

JavaScript
4.60

PHP
3.27

Python
3.53
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2nd Place

5
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Score

4

5th Place

3

4th Place

6th Place

2

1
0
C++

Go

Java

JavaScript

PHP

Python

Programming Language

Figure 11. Aggregated scores and final placement of programming languages.

4. Discussion
Building a profitable real-time cryptocurrency algorithmic trading system is a challenging task.
Professional traders are aware of the fact that being profitable not only comes with the sophisticated
trading strategy but a reliable trading system which is capable of immediate trade executions is
similarly important. Trading system is usually composed of several parts – exchange connector
responsible for exchange connection and handling of market data, signal generator responsible for
prediction analysis (technical, fundamental, combined etc.), risk allocator responsible for the
allocation of exact amount of capital to traded pair, executor responsible for buying or selling within
the particular exchange etc. All mentioned modules are usually driven by their own specific
algorithms and optimization processes. Most of serious and established cryptocurrency exchanges
enforce the communication with their APIs via WebSocket protocol due to its advantageous
attributes like connection persistency, latency reduction, optimization of CPU and bandwidth
utilization and simplicity. However, the implementation of WebSocket protocol on the client side,
while the protocol considered “the layer under” serves within important processes like subscription
to the exchange’s API and receiving of events, might be a possible bottleneck negatively affecting the
overall speed of the system. Therefore, we decided to experimentally test the performance of native
WebSocket protocol implementation in several widely used programming languages while we
intended to prove that the choice of suitable communication protocol implementation within a
programming language has significant impact on the whole performance of the trading system.
Moreover, we are convinced that building of such trading system must start with basic decisions
concerning communication with the exchange.
Findings from our performance test experiment proved that there are significant performance
differences in implementation of WebSocket protocol between various types of programming
languages and their respective libraries. Differences in implementation of WebSocket protocol within
Java frameworks (Netty, Undertow, Vert.x, Grizzly and Jetty) were also measured by Wang in
laboratory conditions [23]. Outcome of their research is usable for those who make development and
performance decisions with focus on Java programming language. In contrast with Wang our
research showed that Java WebSockets library which is the reference implementation of WebSocket
protocol in Java was the least performant implementation compared to other languages. Java,
considered as an intermediate programming language, uses some form of JIT compilation and
optimization processes while running the bytecode. Generally, it is also the first choice for
development of enterprise applications. Therefore, its worst performance was not expected to be the
one of the outputs of our research. This opens interesting new research question: How would Java
WebSockets library do in performance comparison with other Java libraries which implement
WebSocket protocol? We assume that Java WebSockets is probably not optimized for the size of
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workloads occurred within our performance test. Our research showed that Java WebSockets library
should not be considered for the development purposes of trading systems.
On contrary, we recommend using C++ for building trading system communication interface
with the exchange. While µWebSockets library was the most performant one in our use case we
deduce it would definitely be also suitable for other systems where performance is the top criterion.
The only fact which needs to be considered is the complexity and speed of the development process.
The same goes for the Go programming language and its Gorilla WebSocket library. These
conclusions well correspond with research focused on comparison of performance of compiled and
interpreted languages [13, 27].
JavaScript’s performance approached C++ which was measured the highest performance in our
test. Since Google developed V8 engine for Chrome browser which is also utilized by Node.js – an
asynchronous event-driven JavaScript runtime – its usage in building scalable network application
has grown enormously. JavaScript is nowadays the most used and loved programming language
according to GitHub [33]. While many cryptocurrency exchanges provide their API snippets and
describe the use of their APIs in JavaScript, we recommend it together with the Node.js runtime as
the ideal candidate for development of WebSocket API subscription and event handling module. We
also support this recommendation with the fact that there is a really strong community behind both
JavaScript and Node.js.
Comparing the final programming language/library score of 3.53 for Python and 3.27 for PHP,
it is obvious that they had approximately the same performance during the test. The score between 3
and 4 is not bad. These languages with their implementations and WebSocket libraries are offered as
an alternative decision for further development of trading system communication components.
Despite they have undoubtedly many advantages, e.g. speed of producing the source code which is
fat better compared to C++, we would not recommend them for high-performance tasks where high
speed and low latency are the main criteria referring to the setup used within our experiment.
Based on the announcement of PHP release managers, PHP version 8.0 will be officially released
on November 26, 2020 [68]. The most acclaimed future coming with this new version is completely
new JIT compiler which promises significantly better performance for numerical code and slightly
better performance for typical web application. The performance comparison of PHP 7.2 used within
the experiment and new PHP 8.0 in context of receiving events from cryptocurrency exchanges
utilizing WebSocket protocol may give interesting results. The PyPy implementation of Python which
already involves pure JIT techniques has been measured 4.4x faster compared to CPython [69], which
we used within our test. The inclusion of PyPy into next experiment would produce other valuable
results. We also propose to extend the WebSocket’s data stream subscription method with the
possibility of sending separate WebSocket JSON payload request what was not feasible with current
version of WebSocket connector which only supported the subsription method via WebSocket header
values provided in initial WebSocket handshake packet. This will allow many other cryptocurrency
exchanges to be involved in the test. The expansion of the tested sample of programming libraries is
also expected within future developments.
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